We don't want no stinking weeds!

We hear you.
We've got a solution for all your problems.

**CHASER ULTRA** is a three-way combination of MCPA, Clopyralid, and 2,4-DP, which is aimed at providing effective control in both cool and warm seasons. It is an excellent choice for broadleaf weed control and has demonstrated exceptional control on white clover, dandelion, and plantain.

**CHASER** is the original ester formulation of 2,4-D and triclopyr that controls most broadleaf weeds, including hard-to-kill weeds that other comparable chemistries do not control. It has shown excellent turf safety and mixes well with most pesticides and fertilizers.

**CHASER 2** has all the power of Chaser with the safety of a warm weather amine formulation. It can be used on ornamental turf such as lawns, golf courses (fairways, aprons, tees, and roughs), parks, highways, cemeteries, and similar non-crop areas; and sod farms.

**KLEENUP PRO** is the easy-to-use and proven 41% glyphosate solution for keeping landscaped areas clear of weeds and unwanted grasses and for spot controlling weeds in hard to reach places. The long-lasting systemic control prevents regrowth and has virtually no residual activity.

For more information, contact your local UHS representative

[www.uhsonline.com](http://www.uhsonline.com)
No matter what you’re spraying, these adjuvants will get you where you need to be.

The basic role of an adjuvant is one of two tracks, to either help chemicals penetrate into the plant or to adhere to the leaf surface.

If your goal is systemic action, no other non-ionic surfactant or penetrant product is superior to LI-700 and Liberate.

If you desire to enhance the effectiveness of contact products, look no further than Tactic.

All of these high-performance, premium adjuvants have been tested to ensure plant safety and used effectively around the world.

LI-700
- Maximizes penetration through waxy layer of foliage while maintaining integrity of the plant’s protective system
- Acidifying feature reduces pH of spray solutions
- Unique chemistry provides excellent drift control
- Allows more uniform coverage and even spreading

LIBERATE
- Same penetrating and low-phytotoxicity benefits of LI-700
- pH neutral with a “CAUTION” label for maximum safety
- Low-odor formulation also provides superior drift control

TACTIC
- High quality sticking agent maximizes residual activity
- Organosilicone super-wetter gives total coverage
- Resists wash-off by dew, rain or irrigation

For more information, contact your local UHS representative

www.uhsonline.com
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Spreader buying tips

“When choosing a spreader, look for a tire pattern that isn’t aggressive,” advises Bob Oelke, Agronomist with Dakota Peat & Equipment, Grand Forks, ND.

Nothing messes up a lawn, sports field or golf course quicker than ruts from a spreader. Tight turns can tear turf, and too much downward pressure will leave noticeable lines in all but the toughest turf.

“I like to see a tire pressure of one-half pound per square inch or less,” Oelke continues. As an agronomist, he realizes that the ideal isn’t always possible. However, when buying a drivable spreader, a landscape manager should check the tire footprint. Generally, the bigger the tire on a spreader, the more it spreads the weight.

Oelke has some other practical buying tips. “Look for a versatile, multi-tasking unit that will hold up,” he says. A good unit will top-dress lawns, spread seed on sports fields, or put a uniform coating of compost over a park.

He says to get a product demonstration at your facility or on a typical lawn.

Another good idea: Be sure the unit you’re buying uses standard, off-the-shelf components. Hoses, bearings and other replaceable parts shouldn’t be machine-specific.

---

GREGSON-CLARK
800/706-9530
LE ROY, NY
www.gregsonclark.com

SPYKER SPREADERS
800/972-6130
URBANA, IL
www.spyker.com

PERMA-GREEN SUPREME
800/346-2001
VALPARAISO, IN
www.ride-onspreader.com

TURFCO
800/679-8201
MINNEAPOLIS, MN
www.turftco.com

WHEEL SPRAY
262/646-8640
DELAFIELD, WI
www.wheelspray.com

BOBCAT
701/241-8740
WEST FARGO, ND
www.bobcat.com

CUSHMAN
888/922-TURF
CHARLOTTE, NC
www.textron turf.com
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(300 gal.) Sprayteks
- Motorized valves for precise dispersion
- Direct-drive pump system eliminates hydraulic oil leaks
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BROYHILL
800/228-1003 EXT. 34
DAKOTA CITY, NE
www.broyhill.com
- SpraMate 210 vehicle sprayer
- 210-gal. pin-mounted sprayer with poly tank
- 15- or 21-ft. square tube booms optional
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BARRON & BROTHERS
800/282-3570
GAINESVILLE, GA
www.bbispreaders.com
- New for 2003: Cricket two-ton fertilizer spreader
- 70-cu. ft. hopper handles three tons of lime
- Built on single, 10,000-lb. axle
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JRCO, INC.
800/966-8442
MINNEAPOLIS, MN
www.jrcoinc.com
- Electric broadcast spreader fits commercial riders, walk-behinds
- 2.2-cu.-ft. (120-lb.) hopper is polyethylene
- Gives 5- to 24-ft. spread
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EARTHWAY PRODUCTS
800/678-0671
BRISTOL, IN
www.earthway.com
- PowerPack Drive system converts push spreaders into powered units
- Variable speed control
- Kit has Honda four-stroke engine
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AIRTEC
863/324-9511
WINTER HAVEN, FL
airtecsprayers@aol.com
- Low-volume positive charge turf sprayer
- Applies 5 to 50 gal. per acre
- Trailer type, three-point or skid mount for Toro, Deere and Trukster
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LANCO MFGR.
717/656-7828
BIRD-IN-HAND, PA
- Super Spread topdresser transports and spreads
- Three drive styles, five sizes available
- Dual 23-in. spinners
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LAND PRIDE
888/987-7433
SALINA, KS
www.landpride.com
- Land Pride broadcast spreaders come in three hopper sizes: 350, 563, 673 lbs.
- 14-gauge hopper
- Spread left, right or full width of 54 ft.
- Apply 44,890 lbs. per acre
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LELY
800/334-2763
WILSON, NC
www.lely.com
- Model HR gives accurate spreading to 52 ft.
- Can spread few lbs. of seed or tons of fertilizer
- Removable mechanism, hopper
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MARUYAMA US
425/885-0811
AUBURN, WA
- MG10 spreader is ideal for dry chemical, seed
- Weighs 3.7 lbs.
- Ribbed disk gives consistent application, 18-ft. range
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THE WALKER BY WALKER

Walker Manufacturing introduces the Walker by Walker—a compact, mid-size, walk-behind mower. The 15-hp Kawasaki engine runs all Walker side-discharge and mulching decks up to 56 inches, including the deck tilt-up function. Proven Walker engineering such as a simple, unique forward speed control and easy steering, flexible deck suspension (using a casting tail wheel), a manually-tensioned PTO clutch, efficient use of weight, compact overall dimensions, and sturdy construction are all incorporated into the Walker.
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LESCO
800/321-5325
CLEVELAND, OH
www.lesco.com
- Roto/Drop spreader applies granular fertilizer, control products, seed
- 80-lb. capacity injection-molded hopper
- Enclosed 5:1 gear assembly
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MILL CREEK
800/311-1323
LEOLA, PA
www.millcreekmfg.com
- TurfTiger will spread any material
- Spreads soaking wet sand to 12 ft.
- Has 7,500-lb. capacity
- Flotation turf tires
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DAKOTA
800/477-8415
GRAND FORKS, ND
www.dakotapeat.com
- Roto/Drop spreader applies granular fertilizer, control products, seed
- 80-lb. capacity injection-molded hopper
- Enclosed 5:1 gear assembly
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Herd Seeder’s GT-77 spreader

Save Time on the Job With Hunter Modular Controllers

Only Hunter has it – the industry’s most complete line of modular controllers for all residential and commercial applications. Now you can customize the irrigation at any site with expandable zone modules, independent scheduling and easy dial programming.

Hunter ICC
Ideal for parks, sports fields; handles 8 to 48 zones

Hunter Pro-C
For residential/commercial jobs; expands from 3 to 15 stations

Call for a free catalog: 800-733-2823 • www.HunterIndustries.com
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PETRO
PO Box 40490 • Eugene, OR 97404 U.S.A. • 800/269-6523 • www.petersonpacific.com

Herd Seeder's GT-77 spreader

Peterson Pacific Corp.
Veteran grounds manager hopes his latest strategy no wild goose chase

BY RON HALL / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

M ama goose flew in low with murder in her eyes. Her flapping, squawking attack sent co-worker Larry Aylward sprawling to the ground, his hands protecting his head.

Larry is Editor of Golfdom magazine, sister publication of Landscape Management. Our magazines are produced at the Advanstar Communications site in a suburban community 12 miles southwest of Cleveland, OH.

Grounds Manager Tom Sprague is taking steps to prevent this from happening again. He applied a product to the site’s turfgrass to discourage geese from feeding. They’re stubborn creatures, however, and the threat, although lessened, remains.

One mother goose is nesting near a sidewalk, and we’re giving her lots of room.

Although we see far fewer geese at our site this spring, we remain on high alert.

Sprague attributes fewer geese on our property to application of the product FlightControl Plus. He’s hopeful it continues to discourage the geese.

The problem: messy honkers

Our editorial offices are situated on seven acres, about half being asphalt parking lot and the other half turfgrass and a pair of quarter-acre ponds.

Sprague has tried many strategies to discourage the geese from hanging around our property. The geese always see through these ruses and return to foul our sidewalks.

By mid-summer each year, as many as 20 to 30 geese are swaggering around our headquarters like they own it.

The solution: “anti-feedant” product

Sprague applied the FlightControl Plus full strength in mid March (one gallon per acre). He obtained the product from the nearby LESCO store and put it down with a 50-gallon sprayer pulled behind a Steiner tractor. He expects the product to remain on the turfgrass at least until he mows.

The product is described as an “anti-feedant.” After geese ingest turfgrass treated with the product, they go elsewhere to feed. It reportedly causes an unpleasant but harmless reaction in the guts of geese. Geese can see the compound in the ultraviolet light spectrum and will fly over and avoid treated sites.

As of the third week of April, there have been just the occasional goose sighting on our property. Sprague feels that it will take several treatments this season to convince the geese to stay away.

For updates on our experiences, e-mail us at tsprague@advanstar.com or rhall@advanstar.com.
The latest landscape industry news is at your fingertips—

FREE

Week in Review
From Landscape Management Magazine

IS FOR YOU!
Landscape Management's editorial team sifts through the week's hottest news—so you don't have to. Tap into a reliable source of news and hands-on information with links to more resources.

Here's what you get in your e-mail box every week:

- **Business and the Economy:** coverage of economic shifts that affect the landscape industry; mergers and acquisitions; financial news.
- **Business Management:** tips on running a more profitable business; resources you can tap into for immediate information.
- **New Products:** new product announcements and updates on products to enhance your landscape business.
- **Industry Announcements:** the latest company and personnel announcements.
- **Events:** up-to-date calendar of conferences, seminars and other events in the landscape industry.

Start getting e-mail you can't wait to open.
Log onto www.LandscapeManagement.net today!
Watch savings pop up
Tests have shown that Valvette Systems’ Little-Valve products contribute to significant savings in both labor and water when heading up new jobs or maintaining existing sprinkler heads. LittleValve sprinkler parts and under-the-head fittings provide individual on-off flow control for pop-up spray heads and above-grade sprinklers of any type. The savings are due to 1) the ability to shut down each sprinkler for nozzle or head cleaning or replacement while system is running, 2) the full control the technician has over both the amount of water exiting each sprinkler and the amount being flushed during line and head cleaning operations, 3) the fact that pop-up risers stay in the “up” position with the nozzle removed while the water is running, and 4) the LittleValve replacement pop-up risers emit 13% to 16% less water than ordinary risers. For more information contact Valvette Systems at 818/887-1866 / circle no. 250

Flex some muscle
With seven-gauge steel, no welds and increased airflow, John Deere’s 72-in. 7-Iron V-Flex mower deck answers landscapers’ demand for a rotary mowing deck that provides superior performance on flat and uneven terrain. A rear wheel kit offers 1- to 5-in. heights, while a rear roller kit offers 1- to 4-in. heights, adjustable in 1/4-in. increments. The V-flex deck is available for use with the 1445, 1545 and 1565 front mowers. A 14.5-gal. fuel tank allows for all-day mowing. For more information contact Deere at 800/537-8233 or www.johndeere.com / circle no. 251

Make the connection
King Innovation has launched a new brand encompassing its complete line of waterproof, silicone-filled electrical connectors. Called DryConn Waterproof Connectors, the new branding initiative includes King’s logo, packaging, colors and more. The promise of the DryConn brand is that for any splice, especially where moisture exists — landscaping, irrigation or any direct bury application — DryConn Waterproof Connectors are the perfect solution. For more information contact King Innovation at 800/633-0232 or www.king-innovation.com / circle no. 252

Go with the flow
NIBCO is now offering a new manual angle valve for use as a drain valve or isolation valve on both the lateral and mainline piping system for general irrigation markets. Features include a dezincification resistant ASTM B 584 bronze body, a high flow rate (typical CV 78), bronze cross handle for ease of operation, integral seat and renewable EPDM disc. The valve is currently only available in two in. For more information contact NIBCO at 800/234-0227 or www.nibco.com / circle no. 253

Go mow
Land Pride’s all new 44- and 52-in. Razor Z riding mower is just right for small to medium residential areas. This mid-mount mower offers a large capacity fuel tank, turf type drive tires, low center of gravity, close coupled design and choice of seats. The hydrostatic drive gives immediate response to directions from the twin lever controls. Adjust cutting height in 1/4-in. increments while mowing at a forward speed of seven mph and rear speed of five mph. For more information contact Land Pride at 785/823-3276 or www.landpride.com / circle no. 254

Straight stripes
The Pioneer Brite Striper 5000 riding line striping can stripe more than 100 football fields with one battery charge. Compressed air technology provides straight lines. Two 12-gal. steel tanks are controlled by a switch near the seat. A hydraulic spray arm sprays sharp, straight lines in front, or can be moved to the side for crisp circles. For more information contact Pioneer Manufacturing at 800/877-1511 or www.pioneer-mfg.com / circle no. 255

Let it slide
Slide Systems LLC has added the Rollerbox Professional to its Rollerbox lineup of rolling truck storage boxes. Six pullout drawers on ball bearings keep tools secure and organized in the bottom unit, while the top compartment holds larger equipment and cases. The Rollerbox Professional is easily rolled from the cab to tailgate for usage. For more information contact Slide Systems at 888/917-5433 or www.slidesystems.com / circle no. 256
WHAT, WHEN & WHERE

May

15-17 LICH Annual Convention and Trade Show / Honolulu, HI; Sponsored by the Landscape Industry Council of Hawaii; 808/956-2150

21 NC Turf & Landscape Field Day / Raleigh, NC; 888/695-1333

12-14 The Super Floral Show / Salt Lake City, UT; 617/728-0300; www.superfloralshow.com

12-14 Snow and Ice Management Symposium / Buffalo, NY; 814/835-3577; www.sima.org

17 Cornell University Field Day / Ithaca, NY; Sponsored by NYSTA; 800/873-8873; www.nysta.org

26 Northeast Ohio Lawn Care Seminar / Wooster, OH; 800/510-5296; www.ohiolawn.org

June

14-15 PLCAA’s Legislative Day on the Hill & Arlington Renewal Project / Washington, DC; 800/458-3466; www.plcaa.org

14-15 Summer Express Short Course / Collegedale, TN; Sponsored by the Chattanooga Association of Landscape Professionals; 423/855-6113

16 Michigan Turfgrass Field Day / Lansing, MI; 517/321-1660; www.michiganturfgrass.org

July

16-20 ANLA Convention & Executive Learning Retreat / Boston, MA; 202/789-2900; www.anla.org

23-25 TPI Summer Convention & Field Days / Dayton, OH; 800/405-8873

26-30 Soil and Water Conservation Society Conference / Spokane, WA; 515/289-2331; www.swcs.org

17 Cornell University Field Day / Ithaca, NY; Sponsored by NYSTA; 800/873-8873; www.nysta.org

27-3 Perennial Plant Symposium / Sacramento, CA; 614/771-8431

OTHER AVAILABLE ATTACHMENTS

- Rod Bucket
- Snow / Light Material Buckets
- Industrial Material Buckets
- Low Profile Buckets
- Tooth Bars
- Quick-A-tach Plates
- Industrial Tine Bucket

COMING SOON...

- Auger
- Angle Broom
- Box Blade
- Digger
- Roto Tiller
- Power Landscape Rake
- Power Landscape Planer
- Snow Blade
- Snow Blower
- Utility Fork w/Grapple

BUY DIRECT and Save $$$!

Call for your FREE Catalog!

1-866-4-ATTACH
(1-866-428-8224)

Phones open 24 hours/day, 7 days/week

P.O. Box 139
Alexandria, MN 56308
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WHAT'S NEW ON-LINE

- Put down that mower and take a chance — participate in our on-line poll
- Features from the May issue of LM
- Sign up for our weekly newsletter, LM Week in Review
- Green Industry news
- Follow LM staffers as they visit various companies “On the Road”
- Check out the latest listing of upcoming Green Industry events
- Have a question about grounds management or other topics? Click on “Reference Shelf” for an answer
- Place a classified ad
- Have an opinion on something? Speak out and maybe you’ll be featured in “Let’s Hear It”
- Read the bio of your favorite LM staffer
- Find your ideal riding mower

SUPPLEMENT

Husqvarna 1-8